You prepare them for the future.
We protect them for today.

AT SCHOOL

Our Mission
POM Technologies creates environments where people can go about their daily lives
efficiently, effortlessly and – most important of all – securely.
POM has a proven reputation for designing and implementing advanced security systems
for some of the most demanding clients in the greater New York Metropolitan area. Grand
Central Station, Jones Apparel Group, Fresh Direct and Chelsea Market are just a few of
the prominent enterprises who trust their security to us.

“POM designed one of the most advanced security systems in the
city for our school.” — Chief Financial Officer, Abraham Joshua Heschel School
Our client roster also includes many of the area’s most prestigious preparatory academies.
Just as parents turn to these institutions to provide the finest education for their children,
these top tier schools count on us to provide the best technologies for keeping their
students, teachers and campuses secure.

“Our parents just expect Collegiate to provide the best. We can’t
afford to do less.”
— Mark Gordon, Director of Facilities, Collegiate School

Some Recent Clients

The Spence School

The Browning School

St. Bernard’s School

Friends Seminary

The Churchill School

POM Security Solutions - The Top of Their Class

POM’s advanced surveillance systems provide state-of-the-art security day and night,
indoors and out. Cameras are fully integrated into the overall security design and
can be accessed anywhere at any time, via mobile phones, tablets and other internet
devices. Our security cameras provide superior optical quality and a range of options
designed to fit any location or environment.

Surveillance

Access
Control

Whether you have a single entrance or multiple doorways at multiple campus
locations, POM Technologies offers easy-to-manage, flexible solutions for controlling
and logging each and every entry/exit attempt. Our door access systems use the
latest technologies from magnetic cards to biometrics.

Alarms

POM provides both intrusion and health safety alarm systems. All alarm systems are
connected to remote monitoring stations and are fully integrated into our access and
surveillance systems. This gives added benefits of automatically unlocking exit doors
during fire alarms and permitting remote monitoring to identify false alarms.

Managed
Services

We offer a variety of interactive and “Virtual Video” services which can be customized
to meet your school’s needs. These include such items as video alarm verification
and remote monitoring and access via mobile and internet connected devices – all of
which can minimize costs (less onsite manpower) while maximizing security.

+
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POM Technologies - Your Security Partner

Assessment
and Design

Implementation
and Training

POMAdvantage
Service and Support

Our security design specialists will work with you to assess the physical and
operational needs of your school. Then, we’ll outline a comprehensive security
systems plan – complete with benefits and costs that are tailored specifically to
your infrastructure and requirements, including layout, wiring, product selection
and strategic placement.

Manufacturer certified technicians and project managers implement all installations
on any size job – from high rises to multi-building campuses. The work doesn’t stop
until you’re satisfied and everything is working smoothly. Once your system is tested
and operational, your selected school facility or security personnel will be trained by
POM’s technical services group on use and integration of your system. But it doesn’t
end there.

Dedicated service technicians and Quality Control Program representatives make
sure your system continues to operate smoothly and your campus is secure.
We guarantee priority support, fast turnaround and first-rate customer service
no matter how small the issue. Our affordable, comprehensive POMAdvantage
service and support plan covers all parts, loaner equipment, labor and preventative
maintenance, so you can protect yourself from unexpected costs by minimizing
system downtime from potential malfunctions.

POM Success Stories

Time & Attendance: An Innovation for Collegiate School
While traditional Time & Attendance products are designed for business applications, POM
recognized its potential for school application. POM designed and implemented a customized
system that enables Collegiate to manage student attendance and tardiness, track and
control access to school events and – perhaps most importantly – provides a potentially
life-saving means of accounting for students in a fire or other emergency.

“We can know in 5 seconds, by grade, who’s in or out of the building.”
— Mark Gordon, Director of Facilities, Collegiate School
Technical Integration: Conquering Space and Time At Marymount School

The Challenge: Secure three campus buildings spanning 15 city blocks – two buildings with
non-coordinated access systems and a third with no existing access system. Integrate and
update the surveillance technology at all sites. Reorganize old data and make current ID
cards compatible with the new access system.
The Solution: POM created a unified security system (access, surveillance and alarm) that
connects all three campus buildings and is tailored to each building’s unique aspects and
uses. The old database was painstakingly cleaned, updated and transitioned to the new
access system without a break in service. Students and faculty never had to stop using
their old access cards as the new system was implemented and customized reports were
created that allow tracking of attendance and access activity at each building and across
all three campuses.

“The installation involved three buildings – with old and new technology.
They did it with no down time at all.”
— Anthony Wartel, Director of Facilities, Marymount School
Managed Services: 24/7 Remote Security at Spence School
Construction projects can be security headaches, and Spence School was facing a
significant one. They had two separate buildings and had purchased a third – a brownstone.
The plan was to attach it to the main building, sections of which were also scheduled to
be upgraded.
Rather than hire costly 24-hour guards, Spence asked POM to provide a comprehensive
“virtual guard” service. POM installed cameras as well motion detectors and speakers
throughout the construction site. Should a motion detector alarm be tripped, a video
verification procedure allows remote monitoring agents to quickly respond – by using the
speaker call down, contacting the police – or both.

“During our 3-year renovation project the perimeter and construction
site were secure at a major cost saving thanks to POM’s remote
monitoring.” — Facilities Manager, The Spence School
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